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AVE references: design and technology  
for every style and type of building 

 
AVE innovations are displayed in fabulous villas, smart homes, hotels and 

commercial buildings. 
 

AVE design and technology are the protagonists of important achievements both in Italy 
and abroad. AVE products have been installed in homes, hotels, offices, companies, bringing 
its Made in Italy quality and innovation to over 100 countries around the world. In recent 
years, in particular, the growing interest in home automation has pushed the renowned 
Italian Company to bring flexible, reliable and expandable systems to the market, supported 
by revolutionary control and supervision concepts. 
 
The AVE DOMINA Smart IoT home automation system defines new standards of comfort, 
security and control within innovative residential solutions. Among these, there is a recent 
project created in Concesio (BS), where the advanced AVE home automation system is 
enhanced by the top-of-the-range supervisor device with 15" Touch Screen display, 
combined with the innovative New Style 44 toggle switches, declined in version with black 
glass front plates. 
 
In the system built for a very elegant villa in San Pietro in Cariano, in Verona, AVE home 
automation also introduces the management of the motorized cover for the outdoor swimming 
pool and the control of the sound system present in the internal rooms, giving a concrete 
example of its infinite possibilities of automation and integration. Possibilities that are 
further expanded thanks to compatibility with the most popular Voice Assistants and through 
the innovative AVE Cloud app, which allows complete remote management of the system, 
exactly as if you were in front of a touch screen supervisor. 
 
Cutting-edge technology must also be accessible, so AVE home automation adapts to any 
building offering maximum cost scalability. Whether it is a large villa or a medium or small 
apartment, the AVE smart proposal is ready to offer a new quality of living. Based on this 
concept, the Residenze dell'Olimpo in Milan has recently been built, where AVE home 
automation is the protagonist of a new way of conceiving the home, thanks to the various 
functions dedicated to energy saving, obtaining as a result, self-sufficient and 100% green 
houses. 
 
Flexibility is a peculiarity of AVE home automation technology that allows it to be exploited 
even within companies, offices, restaurants and commercial realities and acting - in 
some cases - as a real aid for working activities. An example is the solution adopted by Tenuta 
Ballast in Gambellara (VI), renowned for Cortenera® wines. A sophisticated home automation 
system has been created inside this winery, highlighted by the elegance of 15" Touch Screen 
supervisors, that is here configured for managing various barrel adjustments and the 
ventilation system. 
 
Another extension of AVE DOMINA Smart IoT system is the home automation call system 
for nursing homes, through which it’s possible to manage and monitor calls from various 
areas or departments, as in the system built at the nursing home Sereni Orizzonti "Paolino 
Zucchini" of Pasian di Prato (UD). 
 
Also AVE technology for hotel management has undergone a development widely 
appreciated. As evidence of this, some of the most luxurious and prestigious hotels have 
chosen to rely on the AVE system. An example above all is represented by the Torre Argentina 
Relais of Rome. A structure, which in the past had already chosen AVE hotel management 
system in the stand-alone version and which, in parallel with an expansion of the rooms 
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number, wanted to extend the range of manageable functions to offer maximum comfort to its 
guests. It therefore moved to On-Line mode in order to meet all the needs of the client, who 
can know the occupancy status of the rooms, supervise the general occupancy status of the 
structure locally and/or remotely and set up the comfort room temperature before the arrival 
of the guests now. All supported by the aluminium design of the Vip System Touch card 
readers and Ave Touch switches. 
 
AVE hotel management system is efficient, optimized, reliable and expandable over time; it 
integrates perfectly with home automation, with payment and air conditioning systems so 
as to easily adapt to all needs, both in terms of costs and performance. A recent example of its 
potential is offered by the prestigious Aquatio Cave Luxury Hotel & SPA in Matera, where a 
highly advanced hotel management system has been created: with computerized control for 
the rooms’ access and temperature, as well as for the entrances and lighting of the wellness 
area; in this way the staff can easily supervise the entire structure directly from the reception 
PC, raising the quality of the service. 
 
For technology lovers, new smart features are also available that further support the AVE 
proposal for hotels and B&Bs through room touch screens and the possibility for guests to 
control the integrated automations via smartphone, as in the StraVagante Hostel in Verona. 
 
Villas, apartments, offices, hotels: AVE offers an effective answer for all needs. Strong point of 
all AVE production and symbol of high quality “Made in Italy”, design represents the added 
value on which the Company has founded its success, that today is confirmed by highly 
prestigious creations where home automation and smart solutions represent the new frontier 
of living and designing buildings. 
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